
Chapter 207 

Although Chen Qi is a vice-high school, Zhang Fan has a half teacher friendship with him, and he also 

relies on Zhang Fan to study. Chen Qi has studied for many times, and shuitanzi hospital has also been 

there once. In the past, he was almost an intern, that is, just going to have a look. But this study was not 

an internship, but really followed the surgery. This study allowed him to climb in from the technical 

threshold and enter the room. 

 

The doctor of his life saw that there were few more opportunities. As a result, he was able to enter the 

house by relying on Zhang Fan. His gratitude to Zhang Fan was no less than Lao Chen, but it was because 

of his identity that he was very implicit. Perhaps over time, this gratitude may slowly drain, but now it is 

the peak. And as long as Zhang Fan keeps this technical rolling, his gratitude will only become more and 

more serious. If Zhang Fan slowly returns to ordinary people, there may be nothing. This is human 

nature! 

 

"Director Chen! You look good! It seems that the climate in the capital is pleasant and nurturing! It's a 

lot whiter! " Zhang Fan teases Chen Qi in the director's office. 

 

 

Tong Lili looked at Zhang Fan's chat attitude with Chen Qi. She really didn't regret that she chose to 

follow Zhang Fan, "the bet is right!" The little girl quietly shook her fist. A civilian girl's road to progress 

was full of anxiety! 

 

 

"Hi! The bad weather in the capital almost didn't choke me, but it's really white. I haven't seen the sun 

for half a year. I was going to invite you to dinner after a little busy in a few days. As a result, you sent it 

to the door today. You must go to dinner after work. Is this? " Chen Qi wants to say something to Zhang 

Fan alone, and he is not very familiar with the transferred young doctors. 

 

 

"Hello, director Chen. I'm Mr. Zhang's apprentice!" Tong Lili looked at Zhang Fan and said. She was really 

worried. She was afraid. She was worried that Zhang Fan denied it! This is her last chance to enter the 

mainstream department! 

 

"Ha ha!" Zhang Fan smiled and said nothing. He looked at Tong Lili, who was trembling slightly. He was a 

little pity. They were all from the past. Zhang Fan knew her mood very well. It was fate to help her. 

 

 

"Oh! ha-ha! It's really excellent. Sit down first. I'll have a few words with your master. " Zhang Fan didn't 

deny it, and Chen Qi was embarrassed to rush people. Otherwise, a director level doctor would only say 

one thing to a transferred doctor: you go out first! 



 

 

"This is a specialty I brought from the capital. I came in a hurry. I bought it at the supermarket at the 

gate of the hospital! Although the gift is not worth money, it is worth money~ You can't laugh at me! " 

Chen Qi smiled and handed some specialties bought from the capital to Zhang Fan. 

 

"Ah! It's really kind of such a long journey. Thank you, director Chen. " Zhang Fan took several gift boxes. 

It's all some Longxu pastry, cakes and so on. There are not many things, but this really represents the 

mind. 

 

 

"How about continuing to transfer? I'll tell you, the soldier we operated on, really who! " Then he put up 

his big finger. 

 

"Yes!" Zhang Fan nodded to show that he knew. 

 

"I'm also worried about nothing. I guess you've already thought about it. I won't advise you either, okay? 

Come and help brother? You see, the Department has just been established. There is a lack of big 

winners. " 

 

"Director Chen, come on, don't give me any more ecstasy soup. It's estimated that there are 50 or 100 

doctors who want to come to you recently! You can steal music. I came to see you today. I haven't seen 

you for a long time. I miss you. Secondly, there is a patient with electric shock in ICU. Do you want to 

have a severed finger operation? I'll give you a good start! " 

 

 

"Really! Thank you so much. This is a better start than anything. Recently, the first department and the 

second Department of orthopedics have been doing surgery. Don't you just want to see my joke! " Chen 

Qi said angrily that although Ouyang had a meeting and divided work, there were still a lot of fishy 

things in private! 

 

"I'll transfer the patient to you tomorrow. Otherwise, you'll be busy with the management of the 

Department first. Anyway, it's a small operation. Dr. Tong and I will do it and use your workstation." 

Zhang Fan will not let go of the operation. 

 

"OK! How big is it? Motor (no problem)! " Chen Qi said with a smile. 

 

"Then I'll go first!" Zhang Fan stood up and said. 

 

"OK! You go and get busy. Don't worry about going home in the evening. I'll ask some old friends to have 

dinner together. Don't refuse! " Chen Qi saw that Zhang Fan wanted to open his mouth and hurriedly 

said. He really wants to thank Zhang Fan and want to get closer to Zhang Fan! The circle of middle-aged 

men is very complex. 



 

Walking on the road, Tong Lili looked at Zhang Fan several times and stopped talking. Finally, she was 

about to enter the hall. Tong Lili said, "Miss Zhang, aren't you angry? I am also ~ ~ "she can't go on. The 

joy of being admitted to the University and the excitement of being admitted to the municipal hospital 

have wiped out the transfer of this year and the determination of the future! Seeing the same doctors, 

one by one began to cross the sea. Tong Lili of ordinary people was really worried! 

 

"It's all right! What, do you have an idea of surgery? " Zhang Fan smiled! Be tolerant, the world will be 

better! 

 

"Well! Want to go into microsurgery! " Tong Lili put her hands in her pocket and her nails were buckled 

into the meat. She didn't know whether it was shame or something. Anyway, she was a little 

uncomfortable. She felt a little shameless for the first time! People are like this. They are slowly eroded 

by society and pressure. This is also mature helplessness! 

 

"Surgery is not easy! Look at Wang Yanan. He's crying in the first Department of orthopedics! " 

 

"I just want to cry, but I don't have that chance! Thank you, Mr. Zhang. I have nothing to do with it. I can 

only rely on myself. But don't worry, I won't let you down! " Tong Lili's tone rose slightly, and then 

hurried down. She looked at Zhang Fan pitifully. Who wasn't jealous! 

 

In ICU, Zhang Fan told Lin long about the operation, and Lin long agreed, "don't bother me about this 

kind of thing in the future! You decide. " Lin long is really annoyed recently. The drugs in the Department 

exceed the standard. Ouyang in the hospital has cleaned him up once. The fire on his head has burned 

up recently. 

 

After work at night, Tong Lili hesitated to go. Zhang Fan knew what she was thinking at a glance“ Let's go 

and have dinner. " 

 

"Oh, too!" The girl finally has a little breath of youth. The work in this hospital is too depressed. Living 

makes a young girl a resentful woman ~! 

 

Zhang Fan didn't know how many people attended. After greeting Shaohua in advance, he drove to pick 

up Chen Qi. People gave face, and Zhang Fan also wanted to give people steps, otherwise he would be a 

little unreasonable. 

 

"How do you drive! Want to escape wine! But don't worry, someone will drive you when you are drunk. 

" After Chen Qi got on the bus, he found Tong Lili and said, "it seems that Mr. Zhang really brought you 

under the door. How do you come to the third Department of orthopedics?" Lao Chen doesn't want to 

say microsurgery, proper medical contempt chain! 

 

"I listen to master! And now I haven't transferred to the third Department of orthopedics. I'm afraid I'll 

be ashamed of the master! " 

 



"Look! Today's little girls have become fine. Compared with us at that time, we are all fools! " Chen Qi, 

sitting in the front row, said to Zhang Fan with a smile. 

 

Tong Lili couldn't take it, but Zhang Fan said, "if you're a fool, it's estimated that the president of the 

hospital is not a fool! And brother, I really can't drink. I'm drunk! " 

 

"Ha ha! Your boy teases me. You have the ability to say so in front of the Dean! Don't worry, don't drink 

if you don't drink! " 

 

"Ha ha! I really don't have the courage! " Zhang Fan is also happy to deal with surgeons! 

 

"Drive outside the city. Qingshui villa, do you know? " 

 

"I don't know! I haven't been there! " 

 

"You! The old brother said to you, this man can't always focus on business, but also make friends. 

Friends are you who help me and I help you get along. Today I went to introduce some people to you! 

It's an old relationship for many years. It's more convenient to do anything in the future! " 

 

Qingshui villa is a restaurant that doesn't do much business and ordinary people don't know much. It's 

far away from the urban area. Ordinary people won't come here for dinner. People who come here for 

dinner are people who consciously have a little grade. 

 

In winter, the temperature in the restaurant was pleasant. Chen Qi was the host this time, but Chen Qi 

paid for a businessman in medical related industries contacted by Chen Qi. No one came, but he sent a 

company employee to run errands all the way. 

 

This occasion should not have been attended by people of Zhang Fan and Tong Lili's age and origin. 

There were ten people on the table of 20 people, all middle-aged men. They were very curious about 

Chen Qi with two young people, but they didn't show much surprise. 

 

They are all experienced people. They know that Chen Qi will not bring two young people without 

words. Chen Qi smiles when he enters the door. He hugs several people who have arrived with both 

hands and says, "I'm really sorry. I invited my brothers to dinner and am late. I'm really busy recently. 

I'm sorry. I can't do it. I'll punish myself three cups later. You can supervise. Sprinkle a little is a dog!" 

 

"Ha ha! I'm a wine commander. I drink. Lao Chen has always been able to escape and rely. What's the 

matter today? " Said one of the tall and tall middle-aged men. 

 

"Nonsense, when did I do that. Let me introduce you to Dr. Zhang Fan and Dr. Zhang. The surgical 

master of our hospital, you old guys have to curry favor. You may ask to go to others that day ~! " Chen 

Qi gently pulled Zhang Fan's arm and introduced it to everyone. 

 

Then I didn't forget Tong Lili. Since she came, she had to do it, "this is Dr. Zhang's apprentice, Dr. Tong. 



How about it. Is it pretty? The flowers of our hospital! " Old Chen's sentence made Tong Lili blush and 

bleed! Just graduated, she really doesn't adapt to this occasion. 

 

"This is captain Gong Qiang of the traffic police team. If you have anything to do with your car in the 

future, just ask him. There's no problem at all, Lao Gong. Dr. Zhang is the most promising and excellent 

doctor I've ever seen. Take care of it more in the future! " Chen Qi began to introduce along the table. 

 

"Brother, I've raised my brother. I'll say hello when I have something to do in the future." Chen Qi 

introduced it solemnly. Gong Qiang, the captain of a traffic police brigade, knew that the young man was 

unusual. He stood up and held Zhang Fan's hand. 

 

"Thank you! Thank you, team Gong! " Zhang Fan said politely. 

 

"It's not too small for an official. I'll call you brother in the future!" 

 

"Brother Gong!" 

 

"Good!" Gong Qiang looks rough and crazy. In fact, he is a personal genius. The thief is dying! 

 

"This is Wang Ming, a specialist in culture and education in our Municipal Bureau of education. It is 

estimated that he will soon become a deputy director! If your children want to go to school, they will 

come to you, brother Wang. It's no problem to go to any school! " 

 

"Ha ha! Look what you said, but brother, if you have something to say in the future, let's contact more if 

you have nothing to do. I like to deal with you young and handsome. This old Chen has known me for 

almost 20 years, and I haven't seen anyone to make friends! " It's good to talk about education. I praised 

Zhang Fan and held Chen Qi! 

 

Almost all the ten people are middle-level leaders from all walks of life. The worst one is the webmaster 

of the water pipe station. Although they listen to the rustic atmosphere, they have great power. 

 

"This is the water dragon king! Lao Yang, Yang Guojun, if you have some money to contract hundreds of 

acres of land and curry favor with stationmaster Yang, you will earn a lot in a year! " 

 

"Don't listen to Lao Chen tease me. I'll come to the countryside when I have a chance. There's nothing 

good. Beef and mutton can be made vigorously. If I'm lucky enough to hit Huangyang, I'll have a blessing 

in the mouth!" 

 

Middle aged men's meals are the same. They greet each other in the early stage, clink glasses in the 

middle stage, and dance with demons in the later stage. Although they have drunk a lot of wine, it's not 

too much to talk or play. What is the alcohol test? This is the alcohol test! 

 

Although it was the first time we met, Chen Qi stopped Zhang Fan from drinking. As soon as this attitude 

came out, everyone was more polite to Zhang Fan. This is the person entrusted! Chen Qi is going to lift 



Zhang Fan up today! 

 

Frontier girls usually have a few drinks. Despite Tong Lili's slim figure, she can drink really well. She 

toasted several people from beginning to end. Male color, but when a group of people with similar level 

and status are together, they are stretched and dignified one by one. 

 

After leaving the phone number and contact information, the dinner ended. When seeing Zhang Fan's 

cool Luze, Gong Qiang looked at Zhang Fan who had gone away and said to several others, "this car is an 

old one. The license plate is also the serial number I entrusted. The last three are three three. 

Absolutely, what's the origin of this young man? Lao Chen is so interested and drives his old car? " 

 

"I don't know. I can't see it. It's very calm. It doesn't look like a dandy!" 

 

To enter the society, we must obey the rules of the society. If we don't have the strength to challenge 

the rules of the society, we will definitely be crushed and ruthlessly abandoned. Human society. 

Sometimes, these people can let people who have no door and no way run for a month in a word. It's 

not an exaggeration! 

 

In ICU, Zhang Fan looked at the book and the medical record on duty made Tong Lili finish it early. In a 

few days, the little girl was so careful that she already knew Zhang Fan's habits, hobbies and what she 

likes to eat. At noon, she specially gave Zhang Fan the rice he made. Kawaii's Pink lunch box was full of 

vegetarian rice. She must let Zhang Fan eat it. If Zhang Fan doesn't eat it, it won't work. The little girl is 

full of tears. 

 

When Zhang Fan, who was just off the night shift in the morning, handed over his shift, the phone in ICU 

rang, a red phone. This phone can only be reached by the medical department and the president of the 

hospital, and other departments are white! 

 

The head nurse put down the medical record and ran over“ I'm Ouyang. Let your department director 

hurry to the emergency department! " 

 

"OK!" The head nurse put down the phone and said to Lin long, who participated in the shift handover: 

"director, come on, the dean asked you to go to the emergency department. There are patients!" 

 

Lin long asked, "what patient?" 

 

"No! Just let you go! " 

 

Zhang Fan, who was supposed to get off work, doesn't leave. He can't follow him now because the shift 

handover is not over yet. 

 

Generally, people will actively go to see a doctor for treatment after they are ill. Unless there are special 

reasons, the patient here today has very special reasons. 

 



During his several years in office, the Secretary of quark county has vigorously developed tourism and 

resettled herdsmen in pastoral areas, so that the county at the end of the economic ranking has slowly 

climbed to the second place in the county and district of chasu City, which is a very powerful leader. 

 

Moreover, after the resettlement of herdsmen, many incidents of smuggling around relying on 

herdsmen have also decreased a lot. Because of this, he has also been met by the leaders of the 

provincial Party committee. He is in his early 40s. 

 

But in the morning, when I attended the urban meeting, I felt a pain in my left shoulder. This meeting is 

too important. Stick to it! insist! 

 

As a result, in the middle of the meeting, he felt more and more painful. His mouth couldn't open. He 

was black and fell under the chair. 

 

The meeting couldn't be held. Fortunately, Ouyang also held another meeting! 

 


